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Bottom: 'Silly, funny, and very enjoyable to read!' The Bookbag 'Fabulously funny and wonderfully warm.' Liverpool Echo 'Guarantees lots of giggles - from children and
adults!' Parents in Touch 'Fans of Barry, Norman and Keith will absolutely adore this new wonderfully eccentric new character.' Mumsnet
Supertato Run Veggies Run-Sue Hendra 2019-02-07 Another laugh-out-loud story from the bestselling Supertato series in a brand new cased board book format.
Meet Supertato! The supermarket superhero with eyes everywhere. It's Sports Day in the supermarket and all the veggies are in training. Everyone has been practising
hard and is ready and raring to go. However, a new competitor joins the event, accompanied by The Evil Pea, and is determined to win all the prizes. Things don't seem
quite right... but will Supertato be able to foil his nemesis' plan in time? The fabulous character from Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet, the bestselling, award-winning
creators of Barry the Fish with Fingers, I Need a Wee and Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell. Perfect for fans of Oi Frog! Praise for Supertato: 'Hilarious... One of the
funniest picture books this year - read it and laugh out loud!' Creative Steps Magazine 'Hendra introduces another very silly but irresistible creation in the grand
tradition of Barry, Norman, Keith et al.' Bookseller Praise for Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell: 'Lovely glittery illustrations and simple text make this a must for
pre-schoolers' The Daily Mail Praise for No-Bot the Robot with No Bottom: 'Fabulously funny and wonderfully warm' Liverpool Echo 'Fans of Barry, Norman and Keith
will absolutely adore this new wonderfully eccentric new character' Mumsnet

Wanda and the Alien-Sue Hendra 2014-01-02 AS SEEN ON TV! In this lovely story about accepting differences and sharing, Wanda and the alien become best
friends. But where are all of Wanda's friends? Can you find them? They can't have gone far!

Cake-Sue Hendra 2019-03-05 In the tradition of I Want My Hat Back, this delicious story from Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet tells the story of a cake who’s about to
attend his very first party—but he has no idea what’s coming! Cake has been invited to his very first birthday party! He buys just the right outfit—including the
PERFECT hat. But as the candles on his perfect party hat begin to burn, and the other party guests start to sing, Cake starts to think that this is one party he’d rather
not be at…

Supertato-Sue Hendra 2014-06-19 The first book in the bestselling SUPERTATO series! Meet Supertato! He's always there for you when the chips are down. He's the
superhero with eyes everywhere - but now there's a pea on the loose. A very, very naughty pea. Has Supertato finally met his match? The fabulous new character from
Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet, the bestselling, award-winning creators of Barry the Fish with Fingers, I Need a Wee and Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell. Perfect for
fans of Oi Frog! Praise for Supertato: 'Hilarious... One of the funniest picture books this year - read it and laugh out loud!' Creative Steps Magazine 'Hendra introduces
another very silly but irresistible creation in the grand tradition of Barry, Norman, Keith et al.' Bookseller Praise for Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell: 'Lovely
glittery illustrations and simple text make this a must for pre-schoolers' The Daily Mail Praise for No-Bot the Robot with No Bottom: 'Fabulously funny and wonderfully
warm' Liverpool Echo 'Fans of Barry, Norman and Keith will absolutely adore this new wonderfully eccentric new character' Mumsnet Other titles in the Supertato
series: Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run Veggies Run Supertato: Evil Pea Rules Supertato: Veggies in the Valley of Doom Supertato: Carnival Catastropea
Supertato: Books Are Rubbish (WBD) Supertato Sticker Book

Simon Sock-Sue Hendra 2019-08-20 A wonderful new character from the bestselling creators of Barry the Fish with Fingers and the illustrator of Goodnight Digger.
Simon is an odd, stripey sock. He lives in the drawers with all the other socks. Every day two socks get picked to go on an adventure. The sparklies go to parties. The
woolies go the park. The smarts go to school. Everyone has a pair... except Simon. Will he ever find his perfect match? A hilarious story celebrating friendship and
difference from an exciting new picture book partnership. Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet's hilarious books have sold over 1 million copies!

Supertato Hap-Pea Ever After-Sue Hendra 2016-03 Supertato is back and facing his nemesis in a new adventure!

Barry the Fish with Fingers and the Hairy Scary Monster-Sue Hendra 2012-01-05 Barry and his friends LOVE playing hide-and-seek. BUT when Puffy hides in an
old wreck, he sees a hairy scary monster lurking in the shadows. Time for Barry and his fish fingers to come to the rescue! Another hilarious deep-sea adventure from
the creator of the bestselling Barry the Fish with Fingersand Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell.

Supertato Veggies Assemble-Sue Hendra 2016-04-21 Another funny, fast-moving adventure from the bestselling Supertato series. The Evil Pea is back on the loose
and there's anarchy in the supermarket aisles again! Can our caped potato superhero divert disaster? Or is he going to need backup? The fabulous character from Sue
Hendra and Paul Linnet, the bestselling, award-winning creators of Barry the Fish with Fingers, I Need a Wee and Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell. Perfect for fans
of Oi Frog! Praise for Supertato: 'Hilarious... One of the funniest picture books this year - read it and laugh out loud!' Creative Steps Magazine 'Hendra introduces
another very silly but irresistible creation in the grand tradition of Barry, Norman, Keith et al.' Bookseller Praise for Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell: 'Lovely
glittery illustrations and simple text make this a must for pre-schoolers' The Daily Mail Praise for No-Bot the Robot with No Bottom: 'Fabulously funny and wonderfully
warm' Liverpool Echo 'Fans of Barry, Norman and Keith will absolutely adore this new wonderfully eccentric new character' Mumsnet Other titles in the Supertato
series: Supertato Supertato: Run Veggies Run Supertato: Evil Pea Rules Supertato: Veggies in the Valley of Doom Supertato: Carnival Catastropea Supertato: Books
Are Rubbish (WBD) Supertato Sticker Book

Supertato Veggies in the Valley of Doom-Sue Hendra 2018-06-28 Join Supertato, the veggies and a certain Evil Pea on their brand new adventure in the bestselling
SUPERTATO series by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet! When a game of hide-and-seek turns into an EPIC treasure hunt, the veggies must face fearsome foes, the
impassable Cactus Canyon and the dangerous Valley of DOOM! Will our heroes EVER make it to treasure aisle? Perfect for fans of Oi Frog! PRAISE FOR THE
SUPERTATO SERIES: 'Hilarious... One of the funniest picture books this year - read it and laugh out loud!' Creative Steps Magazine 'Hendra introduces another very
silly but irresistible creation in the grand tradition of Barry, Norman, Keith et al.' Bookseller 'Full of humour, action and excitement, with glorious illustrations, this is
another winner from a great team. Parents in Touch Other titles in the Supertato series: Supertato Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run Veggies Run
Supertato: Evil Pea Rules Supertato: Carnival Catastropea Supertato: Books Are Rubbish (WBD) Supertato Sticker Book

Supertato 4-Sue Hendra 2018-06-28 Join Supertato, the veggies and a certain Evil Pea on their brand new adventure in the bestselling SUPERTATO series by Sue
Hendra and Paul Linnet! When a game of hide-and-seek turns into an EPIC treasure hunt, the veggies must face fearsome foes, the impassable Cactus Canyon and the
dangerous Valley of DOOM! Will our heroes EVER make it to treasure aisle? Perfect for fans of Oi Frog! PRAISE FOR THE SUPERTATO SERIES: 'Hilarious... One of the
funniest picture books this year - read it and laugh out loud!' Creative Steps Magazine 'Hendra introduces another very silly but irresistible creation in the grand
tradition of Barry, Norman, Keith et al.' Bookseller 'Full of humour, action and excitement, with glorious illustrations, this is another winner from a great team. Parents
in Touch

Supertato Night of the Living Veg-Sue Hendra 2021-09-30 Look out for the next spook-tacular new adventure in the bestselling, blockbuster Supertato series, from
Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet! Perfect for Halloween - and, of course, for Supertato fans EVERYWHERE! It’s fright-time in the supermarket, and the veggies are
seriously spooked! Strange shapes, weird noises and eerie shuffling – whatever can be behind these ghostly goings-on? Join Supertato and the gang to find out in their
latest unmissable adventure! Other Supertato stories: Supertato Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run, Veggies, Run! Supertato: Evil Pea Rules Supertato:
Veggies in the Valley of Doom Supertato: Carnival Catastro-Pea Supertato: Bubbly Troubly! Other Supertato books: Supertato Sticker Activity Book Supertato Super
Squad Supertato Sticker Skills Selected other titles by Sue Hendra & Paul Linnet: Barry the Fish with Fingers Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell Keith the Cat with
the Magic Hat Doug the Bug that went Boing! I Need a Wee! No-Bot the Robot with No Bottom No-Bot the Robot's New Bottom I Spy Island

Run Veggies Run-Sue Hendra 2017-05-01

Supertato-Sue Hendra 2017-11-02 It's all very well being a superhero and saving the day... but what if there was no one there to cause the chaos? To provide these
heroes with their chances to shine? Would we even need superheroes?! Fortunately, this isn't something we will have to worry about any time soon. The Evil Pea is
BACK! And this time he has his biggest, most dastardly plan yet to take over the supermarket... From bestselling, award-winning duo Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet
comes the story of the much-loved Supertato's nemesis - The Evil Pea. 'There's lots of anarchic fun to be had in this joyous romp of a story with a very Christmassy feel
... Full of humour, action and excitement, with glorious illustrations, this is another winner from a great team.' Parents in Touch

Supertato Carnival Catastro-Pea!-Sue Hendra 2019-06-27 Another hilarious caper from bestselling picture dream team and the creators of the Supertato, No-Bot
and Norman the Slug series, Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet! It's carnival time in the supermarket and the veggies are feeling festive! But someone is out to spoil the fun with a devious device that could ruin EVERYTHING. Can Supertato and the veggies stop their colourful carnival from turning into a carnival catastro-pea?!

Barry the Fish with Fingers-Sue Hendra 2011-08-04 Have you EVER seen a fish with fingers? No? Well, neither had the fish at the bottom of the ocean...until they
caught sight of Barry! This crazy deep-sea caper is sure to be a hit with all the kids.

Supertato Carnival Catastro-Pea!-Sue Hendra 2019-06-20 It's night-time in the supermarket, and Supertato and the veggies are busy with their preparations for the
Supermarket Carnival. The carnival is all set to be a wonderful celebration of colour and fun, except that SOMEONE has other ideas... Enter EVIL PEA and his
dastardly new invention, the Colour-Suck-A-Tron-5000! With all of the colour drained out of the veggies, chaos reigns: Orange has an identity crisis when he's mistaken
for Tomato and there's no more green for Green Bean. Even our favourite superspud is all washed out. WHO can help these veggies in distress? Luckily help is at hand
and an ingenious plan sees colour restored. Catastro-pea has been averted - let the Carnival commence!

Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell-Sue Hendra 2017-12-12 Norman, a slug who wants to be a snail, is determined to find something that will work as a shell.

I Need to Wee!-Sue Hendra 2019-07-02 From the authors of Cake and Norman the Slug comes another wacky, laugh-out-loud picture book about a very special dance
we have all had to do at some point in our lives! Alan the Bear has a problem. A big one. He really, really needs to wee. But things keep on getting in his way. With the
help of his friends and a special dance, will Alan make it to the toilet in time?

Spider Sandwiches-Claire Freedman 2013 Feast on Spider Sandwiches - a bestselling treat from the mighty commercial pairing of Claire Freedman and Sue Hendra

No-Bot, the Robot with No Bottom-Sue Hendra 2013-01-03 Bernard the Robot loses his bottom on the park swing, and sets off to find it. Every time he gets close, it
disappears again! Bird was using it as a nest, but it was too heavy; Bear used it in his drum kit, but it was too tinny; the Squirrels built sandcastles with it...and now it
looks as if they're sailing away in it. Will Bernard EVER get his bottom back? Praise for No-Bot, the Robot with No Bottom: 'Silly, funny, and very enjoyable to read!'
The Bookbag 'Fabulously funny and wonderfully warm.' Liverpool Echo 'Guarantees lots of giggles - from children and adults!' Parents in Touch 'Fans of Barry, Norman
and Keith will absolutely adore this new wonderfully eccentric new character.' Mumsnet 'The book is beautifully illustrated and the story is guaranteed to have you and
your child laughing… I can't recommend any of the Sue Hendra books highly enough, seriously if you've never read any of her books then you MUST!' Knees Up Mother
Brown

I Spy Island-Sue Hendra 2021-07-08 Welcome to I Spy Island: the sunny new series from the creators of the blockbuster Supertato books! In the middle of the ocean,
miles from anywhere is a happy little island who loves to play I Spy... Join Island, and friends Glove, Banana, Bird and Bottle as they investigate the curious case of
what's just washed up on Island's chin... What can it be? And what adventures lie in store? This terrific tale of fun, friendship and sunshine is brought to you by the
brilliant brains behind such bestselling and beloved characters as Supertato, Barry the Fish with Fingers, Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell and No-Bot the Robot
with No Bottom. ALSO BY SUE HENDRA & PAUL LINNET: Supertato series: Supertato Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run, Veggies, Run! Supertato: Evil Pea
Rules Supertato: Veggies in the Valley of Doom Supertato: Carnival Catastro-Pea Supertato: Bubbly Troubly! (coming March 2021) Other Supertato books: Supertato
Sticker Activity Book Supertato Super Squad Supertato Sticker Skills (coming May 2021) Selected other titles by Sue Hendra & Paul Linnet: Barry the Fish with
Fingers Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell Keith the Cat with the Magic Hat Doug the Bug that went Boing! I Need a Wee! No-Bot the Robot with No Bottom No-Bot
the Robot's New Bottom

Supertato Sticker Book 2-Paul Linnet 2021-05-13 Perfect for fans of the Supertato series, this must-have sticker book is packed with games, activities and hundreds
of stickers.

Untitled Sue Hendra 6-Sue Hendra 2020-06-25 Love Supertato? Then meet No-Bot, the robot whose bottom is making funny noises in this hilariously silly new
adventure from Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet, creators of the super-bestselling SUPERTATO series! When Bernard's bottom starts to make funny noises, he decides it
MUST be broken! So along with his friends, he sets off in search of just the right replacement. Children will love watching No-Bot try on all kinds of strange new
bottoms, from a wheel of cheese to a large red sofa! Will Bernard EVER find the perfect bottom? Find out in this laugh-out-loud, fun-filled story from the brilliant brains
behind Supertato, Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell, Barry the Fish with Fingers and more! And don't miss No-Bot's first funny adventure: No-Bot the Robot with No
Bottom! Also by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet: Supertato Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run Veggies Run Supertato: Evil Pea Rules Supertato: Veggies in the
Valley of Doom Supertato: Carnival Catastro-pea Supertato Sticker Book Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell Norman the Slug Who Saved Christmas Barry the Fish
with Fingers Barry the Fish with Fingers and the Hairy Scary Monster I Need a Wee Alan the Bear: Party Time Alan the Bear: Bedtime Doug the Bug that Went Boing
Gordon's Great Escape Keith the Cat with the Magic Hat

The Adventures of Supertato-Paul Linnet 2020-01-09 Meet Supertato! The much-loved supermarket superhero who's there to save the day when the chips are down
stars in three classic adventures. Join Supertato and the veggies as they face not just one Evil Pea but BAGS of them in Veggies Assemble, go for glory in Run, Veggies,
Run, and try to stop the Evil Pea from turning the supermarket into his own icy kingdom in Evil Pea Rules.

Supertato: Bubbly Troubly-Sue Hendra 2021-03-04 The brand new adventure in the bestselling, blockbuster Supertato series, from Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet!
Perfect for even the most reluctant of bathers - and, of course, Supertato fans EVERYWHERE! It is night-time in the supermarket, and it’s the veggies’ weekly bath.
But…what’s this? SOMEONE has been meddling with the bubble bath and that can only lead to one thing: BUBBLY TROUBLY! Are Supertato and the veggies all
washed up? Or can they clear the aisles and POP that pea back where he belongs? Find out in Supertato's newest, irresistible laugh-out-loud adventure! Other
Supertato stories: Supertato Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run, Veggies, Run! Supertato: Evil Pea Rules Supertato: Veggies in the Valley of Doom Supertato:
Carnival Catastro-Pea Other Supertato books: Supertato Sticker Activity Book Supertato Super Squad Supertato Sticker Skills (coming May 2021) Selected other titles
by Sue Hendra & Paul Linnet: Barry the Fish with Fingers Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell Keith the Cat with the Magic Hat Doug the Bug that went Boing! I Need
a Wee! No-Bot the Robot with No Bottom No-Bot the Robot's New Bottom

Norman the Slug with a Silly Shell-Sue Hendra 2011-10-27 Norman is a slug who longs to be a snail - if only he could find a shell! Kids will laugh out loud at
Norman's crazy antics as he goes to hilarious lengths to find a shell of his own. But will he be satisfied once he finds one, or will his dreams get bigger and bigger and
bigger? Another crazy character from the creator of the hit picture book Barry the Fish with Fingers and the bestselling Supertato. 'With similarly bold illustration, eyecatching cover and simple text [as Barry the Fish with Fingers] this has the potential to be another hit.' The Bookseller 'Lovely glittery illustrations and simple text
make this a must for pre-schoolers.' The Daily Mail 'A fantastically bold and fun picture book that will teach children the importance of accepting who you are.' Junior
News and Mail 'Norman's antics are superbly illustrated in a bold, decorative style and the story carefully crafted to build anticipation and humour.' Books for Keeps
'This is a silly, funny story which young readers will love.' Carousel

Three Classic Adventures of Supertato-Paul Linnet 2020-01-09 Meet Supertato! The much-loved supermarket superhero who's there to save the day when the chips
are down stars in three classic adventures. Join Supertato and the veggies as they face not just one Evil Pea but BAGS of them in Veggies Assemble, go for glory in Run,
Veggies, Run, and try to stop the Evil Pea from turning the supermarket into his own icy kingdom in Evil Pea Rules.

Dragon Jelly-Claire Freedman 2014-01-01 TA-DAH! It's DRAGON JELLY time, A sizzling scrumptious treat. It's red. It's wobbly. Best of all, It's SCARY HOT to eat . . . !
Max is having a MONSTER party. They play all sorts of yucky games then cool down in a fruitbat drool paddling pool! Then it's tea-time, with termite tarts, ear-wig rolls
and eyeball birthday cake. But the REAL treat is the red-hot dragon jelly! Dragon Jelly is monstrously gloopy, gunky fun from the bestselling Claire Freedman and Sue
Hendra.

The Selfish Crocodile-Faustin Charles 2014-06-26 All of the animals are afraid of the Selfish Crocodile - he never let's them into his river, and he's always so snappy!
And so when the Selfish Crocodile finds himself in terrible pain, no-one wants to help him - after all, what if he gobbles them up? But, to everyone's surprise, there is
one animal in the forest who is willing to help . . . A brilliant tale of friendship, The Selfish Crocodile has become a picture book classic.

No-Bot the Robot's New Bottom-Sue Hendra 2020-06-25 Love Supertato? Then meet No-Bot, the robot whose bottom is making funny noises in this hilariously silly
new adventure from Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet, creators of the super-bestselling SUPERTATO series! When Bernard's bottom starts to make funny noises, he decides
it MUST be broken! So along with his friends, he sets off in search of just the right replacement. Children will love watching No-Bot try on all kinds of strange new
bottoms, from a wheel of cheese to a large red sofa! Will Bernard EVER find the perfect bottom? Find out in this laugh-out-loud, fun-filled story from the brilliant brains
behind Supertato, Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell, Barry the Fish with Fingers and more! And don’t miss No-Bot’s first funny adventure: No-Bot the Robot with No
Bottom! Also by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet: Supertato Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run Veggies Run Supertato: Evil Pea Rules Supertato: Veggies in the
Valley of Doom Supertato: Carnival Catastro-pea Supertato Sticker Book Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell Norman the Slug Who Saved Christmas Barry the Fish
with Fingers Barry the Fish with Fingers and the Hairy Scary Monster I Need a Wee Alan the Bear: Party Time Alan the Bear: Bedtime Doug the Bug that Went Boing
Gordon’s Great Escape Keith the Cat with the Magic Hat

From Farm to Table - Veggies-Woody Brambles 2017-02 Vegetables are an important part of our daily diet. But how do they get from the ground to our plates? Learn
all this and more in From Farm to Table: Veggies.

Keith the Cat with the Magic Hat-Sue Hendra 2012-07-05 For all fans of Barry the Fish with Fingers and Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell comes another crazy
character for kids to love... Meet Keith. Keith is a cat with a magic hat - or, at least, that's what the other cats think. But when, one day, Keith's hat falls off, it seems
that magic is still possible after all!

Supertato: Evil Pea Rules-Sue Hendra 2017-11-02 From bestselling, award-winning duo Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet comes the story of the much-loved Supertato's
nemesis - The Evil Pea. It's all very well being a superhero and saving the day... but what if there was no one there to cause the chaos? To provide these heroes with
their chances to shine? Would we even need superheroes?! Fortunately, this isn't something we will have to worry about any time soon. The Evil Pea is BACK! And this
time he has his biggest, most dastardly plan yet to take over the supermarket… 'There's lots of anarchic fun to be had in this joyous romp of a story with a very
Christmassy feel ... Full of humour, action and excitement, with glorious illustrations, this is another winner from a great team.' Parents in Touch Other titles in the
Supertato series: Supertato Supertato: Veggies Assemble Supertato: Run Veggies Run Supertato: Veggies in the Valley of Doom Supertato: Carnival Catastropea
Supertato: Books Are Rubbish (WBD) Supertato Sticker Book

It's Sports Day!-Magnús Scheving 2006-02-28 When Robbie Rotten challenges Sportacus to a race and uses dirty tricks to try to win, the LazyTown children must
think of a way to help Sportacus so that he does not have to leave LazyTown.

Raggles the Reporter- 2012-07 Raggles wants to write a newspaper all about his friends in the playground, but when the news comes out - not everyone is happy! The
next tale in this award winning series.

The Runaway Pea-Kjartan Poskitt 2021-06-15 This silly and quirky dinnertime caper about a rebellious pea’s adventures shows what can happen when you take your
eyes off your food—perfect for fans of Sue Hendra, Paul Linnet, and Jory John! It’s time for dinner, but one pesky pea has decided to roll himself off the plate in search
of a party! The rogue pea shoots, flings, and bounces across the kitchen as he embarks on his perilous adventure. But will he find the fun he is looking for, or is the
kitchen a scarier place than he thought?

Gordon's Great Escape-Sue Hendra 2016-10-20 Follow Gordon the Balloon on his adventures around the world; learning new things, meeting people and avoiding all
the dangers which come with being a balloon. Gordon is having a great time travelling with the circus when a storm hits their ship, leaving them stranded on an island!
What will they do? Lost in the middle of the ocean and with no means of escape, it’s up to Gordon to save the day. The bestselling, award-winning Sue and Paul bring
their brilliant comedic talents to this incredibly child-friendly idea that has the possibility to develop into a wider series.

Norman the Slug Who Saved Christmas-Sue Hendra 2015-09-24 Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell is back and he's on fabulous, festive form. A Christmas treat
for Sue Hendra fans everywhere. When a sack of presents lands - THWACK - right by Norman's stocking he is overcome with excitement. He really must have been a
very good slug this year. But after a frenzy of unwrapping he spots a label - and realises that none of the presents were meant for him, but had in fact fallen off Father
Christmas's sleigh. Norman knows he has to get the presents to the family they're meant for - but how can he manage it on time? Can one little slug save Christmas?
Sue Hendra graduated from the University of Brighton in 1994 and has been working as an illustrator of children's books since then. With Paul Linnet, she is the
author/illustrator of the hugely successful Barry the Fish with Fingers. Sue lives in Brighton. Praise for Supertato: 'Hendra introduces another very silly but irresistible
creation in the grand tradition of Barry, Norman, Keith et al.' The Bookseller Praise for Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell: 'Lovely glittery illustrations and simple
text make this a must for pre-schoolers.' The Daily Mail Praise for No-Bot the Robot with No Bottom: 'Fabulously funny and wonderfully warm.' Liverpool Echo ‘Fans of
Barry, Norman and Keith will absolutely adore this new wonderfully eccentric new character.’ Mumsnet

Grumpy Monkey Party Time!-Suzanne Lang 2021 Have you ever been a little anxious about going to a party? Jim Panzee feels that. Porcupine is having a big party,
and according to Jim's best friend Norman, there will be--gulp--dancing. Jim can DEFINITELY not dance. When he tells his friends, they all try to teach him cool moves-surely that's the only reason Jim isn't excited about this party! Now, their job complete, the other animals sweep Jim along, all the way to the dance floor. Jim is dipped,
swayed, and twirled until he can't take it anymore--he just doesn't like to dance! When he lets everyone know, he's met with disbelief...until Water Buffalo reveals that
he doesn't much care to dance, either. As more and more animals have the courage speak their truths, does this mean there's no place for them at this party?

Doug the Bug-Sue Hendra 2013-09-12 Doug and Trevor are best friends who love playing in the garden. But one day Doug gets dug up! Stuck at the top of a tower
block can Doug find his way back to his friend or will he be trapped forever? Praise for Barry the Fish with Fingers: 'One of the best covers and titles this year complete
with sparkly orange foil.' The Bookseller 'A funny tale that [...] ends with the moral that everyone has special talents that makes them unique.' Junior 'This is rather
fishy fun.' Families Magazine Praise for Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell: 'With similarly bold illustration, eye-catching cover and simple text [as Barry the Fish with
Fingers] this has the potential to be another hit.' The Bookseller 'Lovely glittery illustrations and simple text make this a must for pre-schoolers.' The Daily Mail 'A
fantastically bold and fun picture book that will teach children the importance of accepting who you are.' Junior News and Mail Praise for No-Bot the Robot with No
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